Science Careers is dedicated to being the world leader in matching qualified scientists with jobs in industry, academia, and government. Find your job today!

Jobs in the United States and Canada

**Biomarker Scientist, Translational Medicine, Personalized Cancer Vaccines**
Moderna | Massachusetts | more jobs in Massachusetts

**Assistant / Associate Professor**
Ohio State University | Ohio | more jobs in Ohio

**Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Professor and Department Chair**
Tulane University | Louisiana | more jobs in Louisiana

**Biological Sciences Scholars Program for Junior, Tenure-Track Faculty**
University of Michigan Medical School | Michigan | more jobs in Michigan

**Postdoctoral Fellow**
Auburn University | Alabama | more jobs in Alabama

**Department Of Microbiology & Immunology And Center For Vaccine Development Faculty Position**
University of Maryland School of Medicine | Maryland | more jobs in Maryland

**Biomedical Sciences Open Rank Faculty Search - Associate, Full or Assistant**
University of California, Riverside | California | more jobs in California

**Deep-Learning Faculty Researcher**
Vermont EPSCoR | Vermont | more jobs in Vermont
South China: A rising power in science
(A Science/AAAS Custom Publishing Office feature)
Not only does Southern China want to be an export powerhouse—it also wants to be a stronghold for science. And with initiatives in space science, high energy physics, and genomics, it is geared up to do so. Whole Story

The need for speed in today's job search environment
These tips will help you keep pace with fast-moving employers. Whole Story

Many postdocs face challenges securing parental leave, new report highlights
Navigating leave policies can be tricky, so postdocs need to be proactive and investigate all their resources. Whole Story

A novel look at graduate school
A fictional scientist’s struggles reveal much that is real about being a doctoral student. Whole Story
What does it mean to be called a ‘trainee’?
The ‘trainee’ designation has broad implications, noted speakers at the Future of Biomedical Graduate and Postdoctoral Training meeting earlier this month. [Whole Story](https://www.sciencemag.org)

**Featured Forum Topic**

*Science Careers Forum*

Get Advice, Get Answers, Get Involved.

**Topic:** Internships for graduate students - a good career development tool?

[Comment on this topic.](https://www.sciencemag.org)
You must be a registered forum user to post comments.
[Join or sign in.](https://www.sciencemag.org)
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